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An introduction from the Chair
It is with great pleasure that I write this first message
since becoming Chair of Build Africa UK in
April 2015.
As in previous years, we have
seen continued growth, with 2015
being no exception. We saw our
income in 2015 increase by
29% compared with 2014.
Perhaps more importantly,
the increase was fuelled by
funding of strategically important
projects that take Build Africa in
the direction we want to travel.

A key priority this year has
been the recruitment and
appointment of a new CEO to
replace Oliver Kemp, who after
five successful years has moved
on to his next challenge. The
Board was pleased to appoint
Linda Edwards, an experienced
development professional who
will lead the organisation’s

transformation and drive our
ambitious growth strategy,
ensuring we are able to impact
the lives of many more
individuals.
Andrew White
Chair of the Board
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Executive summary

About us

I am delighted to introduce this annual
review of Build Africa’s work.

Who we are

Where we work

Build Africa is an award-winning
development charity. We believe
in the power of education to help
end poverty, and work to ensure
that children in rural Africa have
the best opportunity to learn.

We currently work in remote, rural regions of Kenya and Uganda.
These are areas that suffer from especially high levels of poverty
and low levels of educational achievement. Isolated from
mainstream services, they can often be overlooked.

What we do

• Girls are particularly disadvantaged as cultural attitudes in many
communities prevent parents from supporting their daughters'
education. Discrimination, abuse and child marriage can also
become obstacles to them reaching their potential.

First of all, I would like to extend
my sincere thanks to Oliver
Kemp, who led the organisation
for the first few months of this
review. On my arrival in mid-June
2015, I began to build on the solid
foundations I inherited, providing
an excellent platform for the next
stage of Build Africa’s journey.
Expansion remains a primary
objective for Build Africa, our
goal being to reach more people
and achieve a greater sustainable
impact than ever before. However,
for that expansion to be effective
and durable, we first need to
ensure that the functions that
support our growth are strong.

For this reason we have continued
to invest in staff development
across the organisation, and
in improving and updating
our financial and information
systems – so that we can do the
communities we work with
justice, and create the genuine
and lasting change that they
are entitled to.
In recognition of this, Build
Africa undertook considerable
change during this review which
will also continue into 2016,
helping us restructure and
realign our strategy for growth
in future years.

Our vision is of people in Africa
leading fulfilling, happy lives;
our mission is to partner
with African communities to
create lasting educational and
livelihoods opportunities.
We will continue to make this
a reality by providing the skills,
knowledge and opportunities
that the school children and
members of the wider community
so desperately need.
Linda Edwards
Chief Executive Officer

• Agriculture is the main source of income. However without
the right seeds, equipment and training many farmers struggle
with poor crop yields. They become unable to provide for their
families, pay healthcare bills or afford their children’s education.
• A lack of basic financial services prevents families from investing
in their livelihoods, or accessing support in times of need.
This makes entire communities vulnerable to environmental
and economic stresses.
Build Africa has been working with rural communities in Kenya
and Uganda for over 20 years, working to empower them in finding
the relevant solutions to the complex challenges they face.
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We focus on giving often
vulnerable children the right
infrastructure, resources, quality
teaching and parental support
to help them get the most from
their time at school and go on
to lead productive, healthy and
happy lives.

• A rise in pupil numbers has not been matched with investment
in facilities, staff and teaching methods. This means the quality
of education suffers and the cycle of poverty continues.
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We’ve built up an understanding of the complexities that rural families
living in poverty face from making a living to educating their children.
Our projects take an holistic approach to meeting these challenges
using the extensive experience of our staff – building on the trust
we’ve created with these communities over our long years of work.
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Focus project
Investment in the first years
of primary education is proven
to give the highest return on
investment.

Pupils at Kilima Primary School, Buliisa

Early learning
A child's first years at school are the most important. They can lay
the foundations for future education, and even adult life.
However, children across rural Africa are starting school unprepared
and in unsuitable environments. Teachers often lack the tools and
training to engage younger learners, while parents are unable
to prioritise education at home.

In Uganda, just 33% of children can read a basic sentence
by Year 3
This lack of support means that children can struggle to learn
important basics, including the vital literacy and numeracy skills
that underpin all other learning. This leads to undeveloped
communication abilities and eventually higher rates of children
dropping out of school.

In 2015 our Early Years Education
Quality in Uganda Advancing
Learning Component (EQUAL)
Project worked with children,
parents and teachers across
15 schools in the Masindi, Buliisa
and Kiryandongo districts
of Western Uganda to ensure
children in their first three
years of school have the best
possible foundation to continue
their education and live more
fulfilled lives.
The project aimed to provide
the academic and social support
to both boys and girls. We
achieved this by training teachers
to learn engaging new skills
and provide accessible, quality
teaching in the classroom.
This included using "Buddy
club" and peer learning
approaches to empower
children to mentor each
another in school, while also
engaging with and training
parents to champion their
children’s education by
supporting learning at home.

What we achieved in 2015
• Our EQUAL Project had
promising results after just
one year. Already the number
of Year 3 children able to pass
a basic literacy and numeracy
test has increased by 8% (from
just 2% of boys and 3% of girls),
while the number of children
able to pass a behavioural
and social skills assessment
has increased from 38% to
55% for boys, and 37% to 59%
for girls.
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• Our "Buddy clubs", which pair
vulnerable young learners
with older children as part
of the same project, have also
had an important impact with
76% of girls reporting a good
level of self esteem compared
with 59% at baseline.
• In summer 2015 we extended
our early learning work to
further schools in Western
Uganda. In the first six months
we trained 30 teachers at 10
schools in improved early
year’s methods, and supplied
supporting toolkits enabling
teachers to be more effective
in the classroom.

W
 e also identified and trained
26 community members to
form supportive "parents' clubs"
in their school communities.
As part of the project, over
950 parents attended Build
Africa led school open days to
promote stronger community
engagement in education.
•T
 o date approximately 2,000
parents have enrolled in parents
clubs to learn how to support
their children further.

Case study
Sarah is a parent of three children at a primary school
in Masindi, Uganda. She recently joined a parents' club
to help support her young children's education:
“Before the project, I never thought that it was important to get really involved
in knowing how my child was performing at school. But when we were trained
as parents’ club, we were told to also become teachers to our children while they
are home. I realised that my two children of Year 3 and 4 did not know how to read
and count and even do simple mathematics. I started by using the parents’ pack
at home and translating it into our local language for them to understand properly.
I even bought charts for reading and now they can read the alphabet, simple
words and even count and do simple additions and subtraction.”
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Focus project
In 2015 our three year RESTAR
Pilot Project came to an end.
Build Africa had identified
critically low proportions of
girls and boys that were
completing primary school
and transitioning to secondary
school. Core issues affecting this
were the perceived benefits and
relevance of education both
by the parents and children,
the associated costs of education
and pupils’ limited numeracy,
literacy and life skills levels.
The project focused on
increasing the number of
children able to successfully
transition from primary to
secondary education at 40
schools in the Bukedea and
Ngora districts of Eastern
Uganda.

New classroom block at Kalengo Primary School, Bukedea

Improving education
Around the world more children than ever before are going to school,
however this hasn’t been matched with improvements in the quality
of education they receive.
Despite making great strides towards achieving universal primary
education, there are still significant gaps in the provision of the
facilities needed to satisfy this basic human right.

20% of children in Kenya never finish primary school

Our approach to this project
has been innovative in trialing
three distinct development
pilots, and a fourth which
combined the methods of the
other three. One pilot was
tasked with improving attitudes
towards education among
parents and pupils, the second
pilot was tasked with improving
numeracy, literacy and life skills
of pupils, and the third pilot
was focused on improving the
ability of parents to financially
support their children’s
education.

Denying children a quality education can have lasting economic
and social consequences. It can prevent them from transitioning
to secondary school and exploring further learning beyond, or leave
them without the skills they need to do well in life – making it harder
to find a secure job or provide for their own family in the future.

Case study
Rachael is a student at a primary school in Kiryandongo, Uganda.

What we achieved in 2015
• Across all of the pilot schools
we saw a 5% increase in PLE pass
rates compared to a 17% decline
in control schools.
• Our Teachers' Empowerment
Project brought staff from 15
schools in Uganda together to
create new support groups.
66

These important networks
allowed over 70 teachers
to share new ideas and
approaches, resulting in 72
"micro-innovations" to improve
education. Before this, we
found that just 54% of teachers
were using inclusive, accessible
teaching methods.

•W
 e undertook vital construction
and renovations at schools across
Kenya and Uganda, creating
engaging, appropriate, and
safer learning environments.
In Uganda we built nine
classrooms and 78 toilets,
with a further 10 classrooms
and four toilet blocks in Kenya.

"I am happy that we are now in a permanent classroom and our school looks beautiful.
When I joined the school we were learning under a tree. It was difficult to concentrate
when it rained or when livestock entered the school. The new classrooms mean that
we can now concentrate and be safe from rain and strong winds.
"The best thing I like about my school is the teachers. They are very committed.
They have a box where we put issues that we want to be addressed. This helps us to stop
bullying and also learn life skills on how to live in adolescent age.
"When I grow up I now want to become a teacher. I am planning to work hard and
pass my exams so that I can join secondary school and go to the university or college.
My parents have promised that they will support me."
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Focus project
The Kwale Girls Project, funded
by both Big Lottery and Comic
Relief, aims to keep girls in school,
ensure they get a quality education,
acquire life skills and reduce the
discrimination, disadvantage,
stigma and abuse they face at home.
The project, at 72 schools across
Kwale County in Southern Kenya,
is delivered in partnership with
the Coalition on Violence Against
Women (COVAW) and Kwale
Welfare and Education Association
(KWEA).

Pupils learning at Aputiput Primary School, Bukedea

Including girls
Gender inequality fuels poverty, and girls across Africa still face huge
challenges simply getting a quality education.
In many rural communities, a mix of poverty and cultural practices
mean that families often struggle to prioritise sending their daughters
to school, denying them the education that they are entitled to.

9.5 million girls in sub-Saharan Africa will never set foot
in a classroom
Missing out on an education can lead girls to experience discrimination,
abuse, even child marriage and early pregnancy. A girl without an
education is also less likely to send her own children to school, creating
a vicious cycle of inequality.

The overall project is divided into
two projects: The Wasichana Project
funded by The Big Lottery Fund
and Changing Futures for Girls
(CFG) funded by Comic Relief, each
supporting a different cluster of
schools within Kwale.
The project continues to work
towards creating an inclusive
learning environment for girls,
and addresses barriers that stop
them participating in school.
We focused on developing
community understanding of issues
faced by girls, and tackled negative
cultural attitudes towards their
education. We supported teachers
to adopt gender-sensitive methods,
and sought to give young women
a better understanding of the
opportunities available to them.

What we achieved in 2015
• CFG established Girls' Clubs and
delivered life skills training to
850 in-school girls and 317 outof-school girls. The project also
included a programme of exposure
visits whereby primary age girls
were able to visit secondary
schools, and hear from women
role models who have excelled
in education and professional
life as examples of success for
the pupils. This programme was
designed to contribute towards the
empowerment of girls through
improving their knowledge,
confidence and overall self-esteem.
In the first year of the project,
Build Africa contributed to 83% of
girls demonstrating a good or high
level of self-esteem, improved
from 66% reported at baseline.
8

•W
 e held 49 visits to secondary
schools for girls in our Wasichana
Project. This had an extremely
positive impact and allowed
them to better understand the
opportunities available to them.
We also helped parents and
teachers at 40 schools go on
exchange visits to nearby high
performing schools, resulting
in a positive impact on attitudes
towards education.
•9
 0% of community members
acknowledged abuse against girls
was a problem, up from 50%.
While 93% of girls themselves
reported feeling better protected
from violence or abuse, compared
with 60% before.

• We identified that primary school
teachers are not equipped with
child friendly or gender sensitive
teaching skills. Traditional
pedagogies result in further
discrimination against the
girl children. We introduced
a customised gender-friendly
teaching toolkit to all 72 schools
within the Kwale Girls Project,
helping teachers establish more
effective methods and better
engage girls in the classroom.
We hope by the end of the project
to see an overall increase for all
children in teacher engagement
and a reflection that girls are
getting equal opportunities in
the classroom.

Case study
Umazi is a parent of three children at a primary school in Kwale, Kenya:
"I am happy that Build Africa's work with girls is addressing issues that have for years remained
a challenge in our community. Such as child marriage and early pregnancy.
"I am now hopeful that my two daughters will stay in education for a longer time. Girls hardly
reach their sixth year of primary school, and one is a heroine in our community if they join
secondary school. They are admired by the community.
"This project is helping us ensure that our girls stay in school. The role models and motivation
talks are giving girls hope that they can be successful people, and giving them a reason
to avoid early pregnancy and marriage."
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Members of the Makongo Farmers’ Network

Economic empowerment

Focus project

Children need the right support at home to get a complete education,
however without a stable income many families cannot always
provide the basics.

The Farmers Network Project
(FNP) has been working with
3,400 farmers in Gilgil and
Elburgon, creating networks
among village savings and loans
groups to promote better
farming techniques and methods,
and to improve knowledge
sharing between farmers.

Parents in rural Africa struggle with insecure livelihoods, meaning
they are unable to buy school supplies, pay fees, or sometimes even
afford food and important medical care.

A child whose mother can read is 50% more likely
to live past age 5
Poverty can often leave children locked-out of education as their
parents face difficulties supporting the cost of continued schooling.
A lack of access to basic financial services also prevents families
from planning for the future, or investing in their vital livelihood –
building a barrier to their children's success.

As a result of the networks
farmers are better informed and
therefore able to take advantage
of developments in agriculture
in order to see improved returns
and increased income from
their crops.

What we achieved in 2015
• Our Farmers' Network Project
empowered farmers to gain
valuable agricultural knowledge,
establishing 11 new networks
in Kenya. Each network
helped farmers master new
techniques and tools, grow
more commercially profitable
crops with stronger yields, and
improve their access to markets,
so they can get a better price
for their work and provide for
their families.
• Build Africa partnered with
the Pyrethrum Board of Kenya
to secure profitable pyrethrum
seeds for 88 farmers in our
Tangi Tano network and
estimate that yields of 40kg /
acre per month will result in
a gross profit of up to 10,000
KES shilling / acre.
10

• In other networks we trained
21 farmers in poultry food
preparation to improve the
weight of chickens, the size
and quantity of their eggs and
simple value addition measures
such as cleaning their produce.
Farmers will be able to negotiate
higher prices for this improved
produce.
• We piloted chickpea contract
farming within a network
linking Makongo Network with
Egerton University. Contract
farming explores the potential
of farmers putting their goods
together to get better prices
and steadier income and this
is something we continue
to explore throughout 2016.

•8
 5% of farmers reached by our
TECIMP Project proved to
have adopted a range of new
agricultural practices designed
to increase the quality and
productivity of orchards and
nursery beds, with 15% needing
further support. While our eight
nurseries successfully produced
and transplanted 426,800
seedlings for local use.
• I n Kenya, our Village Savings
and Loans Associations (VSLAs)
gave 4,000 parents across
60 villages access to vital
community-based financial
services, helping them save for
and invest in their livelihoods
or children's learning.

Case study
Christine runs a small fish shop in Kalengo, Uganda, and has four children
at a nearby school. She recently joined a Build Africa Village Savings and
Loans Association (VSLA) group to support her struggling livelihood:
"Before, life was quite difficult. My business did not enable me to meet basic needs for
my family. I had to do tough manual labour in the community to support my earnings.
"The VSLA has greatly helped me to expand my struggling fish business to selling
vegetables too. I have been able to save and begin constructing a commercial house
to trade from. My dream is to finish the house by October 2016 so that I am able
to conduct business and rent out the other rooms."
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Royal Parks Foundation Half Marathon 2015

Joss Stone at the Build Africa Christmas Concert, 2015
Image: Prudence Fiddy

Fundraising
The Build Africa Ball

Individual donors

Trusts and Foundations

The 2015 Build Africa Ball
raised £308,609 from an
unforgettable night at London's
One Marylebone. The event
was hosted by Channel 4 News
anchor Cathy Newman and
featured performances from
leading African dance company
Ballet Nimba, as well as legendary
Kenyan singer-songwriter
Suzanna Owiyo. Nearly 200
guests attended, including Dame
Penelope Wilton and actress
Tamzin Merchant – both
patrons of Build Africa.

Our incredible individual
donors raised £462,781 in 2015,
including 3,372 people who
gave a regular gift throughout
the year.

We received support from
32 charitable trusts and
foundations in 2015, raising
£774,956. This included donations
from The Vitol Charitable
Foundation, The British and
Foreign School Society, The Alan
and Babette Sainsbury Charitable
Fund, MacArthur Foundation
and The Adrian and Jane Frost
Charitable Trust - allowing us
to further the impact of our work
in rural Africa.

Christmas Concert
In December 2015 we held our
first ever Christmas concert at the
iconic Christ Church, Spitalfields
in London, raising £12,304 on the
night. The show was sponsored
by Jazz FM, and featured stunning
performances from The London
Community Gospel Choir, plus
special guest artists Mica Paris
and Joss Stone.

Challenge events
Our charity challenges,
including running, cycling
and trekking events, raised
over £54,171 in 2015. This included
£23,668 from 73 fundraisers in
our flagship challenge event, the
Royal Parks Foundation Half
Marathon, and £10,292 from our
London Marathon team.

Philanthropy
25 generous individuals donated
gifts that totalled more than
£202,663 – helping us fund
vital parts of our projects, and
invest in measures to improve
our effectiveness.

Corporate donors
In 2015, 14 companies kindly
donated a total of £278,810
to support our work. We are
grateful for the support from
all our corporate donors,
but would particularly like
to thank our long-term partners
Euroclear and Shepherd
Compello for their continued
generosity.

Statutory donors
Thanks to vital support from
the Big Lottery Fund and Comic
Relief, we received £655,014
in 2015, helping us continue our
important work with vulnerable
girls at 72 schools in Kwale,
Kenya and support the three
year Improving Learning
and Education Attainment
in Primary (ILEAP) project
in Eastern Uganda.

Schools
In 2015, students and staff from
13 schools across the UK raised
a combined £13,612 to support
education rural Africa.

The Build Africa Ball at One, Marylebone, London
Image: Alex Brenner
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Finances

Income
in £'000's

Expenditure
in £'000's

Income

£’000

%

Expenditure

£’000

%

Major Donors

203

6%

Education Projects

2,392

67%

Other Individual Giving

845

26%

Livelihood Projects

249

7%

Gift Aid

128

4%

Water & Food Projects

184

5%

Companies

298

9%

Raising Funds

696

20%

Trusts and Foundations

775

23%

Governance

40

1%

Income raised in Africa

275

8%

Total Expenditure

3,561

100%

Events

66

2%

Legacies

49

2%

Schools

14

<1%

Statutory

655

20%

Total Income

3,308

100%

For a fuller understanding of the financial affairs of the charity
please request a copy of the comprehensive Annual Report
and audited Consolidated Financial Statements.
Contact hello@build-africa.org.uk or call 01892 519619.
A copy of the full Annual Report and audited Accounts have
been filed with the Charity Commission.
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